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you can easily convert these files to any format you want. just open the.rar archive and
choose open the package contents option from the file menu. here, you will see the same
folders and files as in the vst format, and you can easily convert these files to any format
that you're using. this option is not available if you're using a trial version of kontakt 6.

however, we offer a full refund if you decide you don't want the library after installation.
we also offer a 90 day money back guarantee on all products, so if you're not satisfied

with your purchase for any reason, just contact us and we'll refund your purchase price or
replace it with a new library of your choice. most of our products are compatible with the

kontakt player. they have a kontakt player edition in their title. you can use our player
products as standard plug-ins or in the libraries tab of the kontakt player. you will not be
able to edit the files and you will not have access to the project history. however, you will

be able to edit the gui for your kontakt player project. these products have a kontakt
player edition in their title. you can use our player products as standard plug-ins or in the

libraries tab of the kontakt player. you will not be able to edit the files and you will not
have access to the project history. however, you will be able to edit the gui for your

kontakt player project. our libraries are compatible with the kontakt player. they have a
kontakt player edition in their title. you can use our player products as standard plug-ins
or in the libraries tab of the kontakt player. you will not be able to edit the files and you
will not have access to the project history. however, you will be able to edit the gui for

your kontakt player project.
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this is a stand-alone
application that can be
used to load instrument
sounds and audio loops
into kontakt. it does not
come bundled with any

original kontakt
instrument sounds or

original kontakt
instrument presets, but it
does contain more than
200,000 professionally
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recorded loops and sound
effects, and is also
compatible with the

kontakt player application.
most of our original
instruments were

recorded using hardware,
so they have a very

authentic feel. they are
stored in.nki format, a self-
contained, portable library

format that is currently
only available in the

kontakt player application.
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in addition, the wav
format audio is also
present in the bwav

header of the files for
cross-platform

compatibility. all of our
standard open format
libraries come with full
accessible wav format
sample directories that
we've organized and
named as clearly as

possible to allow you to
import them into nearly
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any other wav format
compatible audio program

you like. you can
reprogram them, remap
them, customize them,
edit them, compressed
them and manipulate

them in any number of
ways. so even if you don't
have kontakt, you can still

get an incredibly wide
range of uses from our
instruments. other than

the kontakt libraries rack
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tab, where you can
organize and preview your
open format libraries, you

can also drag-and-drop
from other applications to

import them into the
kontakt player. open

format libraries are not
supported by the

quickload utility. this is a
file format that only works
with the kontakt player.
the kontakt player also

includes a library browser,
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a sample viewer, a
metronome, a dockable,

customizable main
controls panel with access

to all of the major and
most of the minor

controls, a split/track
function, a midi mapper
that allows you to select

any midi control to
automatically be mapped

to a kontakt control, a
midi file editor, a unique
multitouch performance
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panel with several
performance controls, a
unique kontakt scripting
engine with a scripting
laboratory and a multi-

track wav recorder.
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